			

October 24, 2011

Choice Christian Greetings.
If your letters, e-mails, phone calls, etc.,
are any indication, then our audience for SONLIFE
BROADCASTING TELEVISION is growing daily.
We thank the Lord for that. And with growth, as
everyone knows, expenses are incurred.
But first, let me thank you so very, very
much for the help you gave us regarding our
appeals for the five television cameras for the
FAMILY WORSHIP CENTER Sanctuary. Thank God, as you read this, they have been installed and
are in operation. They are so much better than the former ones we had. And we have so many of
you to thank for that.
I’M NOW FACED WITH ANOTHER SITUATION THAT I DID NOT ANTICIPATE.
As most of you know, South Louisiana facing the Gulf of Mexico, is right in the path of
hurricanes each year. I got a little amused at Roy Chacon a short time ago. He said, “Brother
Swaggart, I’ve lived in California most of my life, so I’m accustomed to earthquakes. I had never
been in a hurricane until I came to Louisiana.” And then he said, “I’ll take the earthquakes any
day.”
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The last time a hurricane hit us, we were down for about a week. In other words, we had
no electricity, nothing could operate, everything was dead. WE SIMPLY CANNOT DO THIS WITH THE
SONLIFE BROADCASTING NETWORK. In other words, if we were off the air for a week, more than
likely the Cable Systems and Satellites would be sold to someone else. Plus, our income, as would
be obvious, would be severely hindered, if not cut out altogether. And besides this, hurricanes
cause a lot of damage.
Thankfully, insurance will cover most damage, but it will not cover the power outages, which
puts us out-of-business during those times. So here’s what we have to do.
We have got to buy two huge generators,
that will keep the Television Building operating,
and the main Administration Building operating.
THE COST FOR THIS, THE GENERATORS AND
THE WIRING THAT HAS TO BE DONE TO HOOK
THEM ALL UP, IS SOME $700,000.
We desperately need to order them now.
So, I’m asking for your help.
For those of you who could give $100 or
more to help us with this, we desire, in turn, to
give you five Music, Preaching, or Teaching CD’s
of our choice.
As should be obvious, this is not
something we desire to purchase, not at all.
But it’s something we have to have. We are
operating a Network, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. In other words, in a sense, it is the same
as ABC or CBS, etc. Things we once could do, we simply cannot do anymore. And the main thing
is, we can’t stay off the air for as much as a week at a time, or even more.
To be sure, purchasing generators is not a romantic thing. Nevertheless, it is absolutely
necessary. So, I’m asking you to take this to heart the same as you did the cameras, etc. I know
the Lord will bless you for this, and please note the following carefully.
The money that we receive in our monthly Share-a-thons goes exclusively for television
airtime. In other words, it cannot be used for anything else. So, we have to depend on you in this
particular effort to help us meet this need.
If you desire, you may call and place your gift on a credit card (Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or
American Express). The number to call is 1-800-288-8350, Baton Rouge residents call (225) 7687000, or you can go online at www.jsm.org.
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If each of you will do your part, whatever that is, and please pray about it, the need will be
met.
		

In the Master’s Service, yours,

		

Jimmy Swaggart
P.S. Please do not lay this
request aside and do nothing.
We have to protect the SonLife
Broadcasting Network and the
daily administration that is carried
out. Your gift of $100, or whatever
amount you could send, will help us
speedily get the generators bought
and installed. As well, don’t forget,
with your gift of $100 you will
receive any five Music, Preaching, or
Teaching CD’s of our choice.
P.P.S. Don’t forget
Thanksgiving Campmeeting will soon
be here. The dates are November 23
through 27, 2011. We would love to

have you come and visit us.
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